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Global Logistics Show team welcomes logisticians to a complete new world of Warerhousing, logistics
and Supply Chain. GLS 2019, in its 4th edition will showcase the best of products and services on offer to
the Warehousing & Logistics sector which is expected to be attended by over 4000 professionals. With
two conferences focused on Pharma Supply Chain and Food & FMCG Supply Chain the event will
endeavour to create the best knowledge exchange forum for the sector where you can learn latest
developments, global best practice and emerging opportunities in a very conducive peer to peer
learning environment.
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Dear Industry Colleagues,
It gives me immense pleasure to present to you the new edition of Hello Logistician, a communique
for the logistics sector that has been developed with extensive input from industry leaders,
association and media partners. The newsletter will aim to become a thread of knowledge that will
bind the sector together with an insight into the latest developments in the sector coming from the
stakeholders.
The launch of the communique rides with the 4th edition of Global Logistics Show as the
backbone. The event scheduled to be held from 17-19 January 2019 at HITEX, Hyderabad will see
the convergence of 100+ exhibiting companies, 350+ conference delegates and approx. 4000
trade visitors making it a comprehensive sourcing platform for Supply Chain leaders from
Automobile & Automotive, E Commerce, Food, FMCG, Pharma, Retail, Textile, Cement etc.
Coinciding with the exhibition will be two world class conferences on Pharma Supply Chain
Management and Food & FMCG Logistics lead by an authoritative panel of speakers and industry
leaders to discuss and debate on topics of concern to the industry. We have captured herewith a
glimpse of what you will see at the exhibition within Hello Logistician and hope you will enjoy
reading and sharing your experiences as well!
I look forward to welcome you personally in Hyderabad!

What’s Inside
Warehousing & Logistics Industry: An
Overview.
Future of Warehousing & logistics
Exhibition Overview.
Asia Pharma Supply Chain Summit.
Food & FMCG Supply Chain Summit.
Importance of Storage in Warehousing
Show Information.
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Inﬁnity
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Warm regards,

Sukhjinder Singh, CEO & Founder, Innity Expo
www.globallogisticsshow.com

Pharma Lanyard Partner

Logistics Industry: An Overview
The progress of logistics sector holds an immense value for Indian
economy as such advancement would increase exports, generate
employment and give the country a signicant place in the global
supply chain. As per the Economic Survey 2017-18, the Indian
logistics sector provides livelihood to 22 million-plus people and
improving the sector would facilitate a 10% decrease in indirect
logistics cost, leading to a growth of 5-8% in exports.
Due to the initial efforts of Government of India (GoI), such as Make
in India programme and improvements in infrastructure along with
the emergence of skilled professionals, the country’s position bettered
from 54 in 2014 to 35 in 2016 in the World Bank (WB)’s Logistics
Performance Index (LPI), in terms of overall logistics performance.
The logistics sector now nds a place in the Harmonized Master List
of Infrastructure Subsector. This inclusion is set to benet the logistics
industry as it will now have an access to cheaper and long term
credit. Such a move will also lead to simplication of the approval
process for the construction of multimodal logistics parks. Lastly, it will
encourage market accountability through regulation and will attract
investments from debt and pension funds into recognized projects.

The Rise of Smart Warehousing &
Global Benchmarking
Like smartphones, smart warehouses are the ones that effectively
perform multiple functions simultaneously with the help of technology.
They are also referred to as intelligent warehouses or warehouses that
think. In a smart warehouse, all gadgets and devices are tted with
sensors and are connected to each other via the Internet. This
connectivity gives the gadgets the ability to coordinate their
processes thereby enabling seamless operations. Internet of Things,
Cloud Computing, Big Data Analytics, Robotics and Automation
together enable the concept of a Smart Warehouse. They are all
necessary elements of a larger integrated ecosystem.
-

Temperature-Controlled Logistics
The New Growth Segment
Products like fresh agricultural produce, frozen
foods,
photographic
lms,
chemicals
and
pharmaceuticals are sensitive to temperature
change either due to a smaller shelf–life or due to
their sensitive chemical composition. To avoid
damage to such products it is necessary to
maintain a xed temperature range round the
clock.
Cold
chain
logistics
does
that.
Temperature–controlled environments are created
end–to–end, right from transportation to storage to
delivery. This protects the products from any
damage and keeps them fresh and intact till the
last mile. Furthermore, while cold chain storage and
transportation is already a global norm, innovative
cold chain logistics practices are soon catching up.
Smart packaging solutions that report and control
oxygen,
humidity
and/or
pressure,
besides
temperature, allow the use of standard transport
networks and last–mile delivery services instead of
the
expensive
climate–controlled
trucks
and
containers. Concepts like reusable thermos boxes
help deliver sensitive goods like frozen foods, farm
produce and pharmaceuticals without opting for
temperature–controlled trucks.

With initiatives like Digital India backed by smartphone usage,
Internet penetration in the country will surge in the next 5 years. This
means more population will have access to e–commerce; and
therefore, demand will further increase. To keep up with this rapidly
growing demand, it is important that the logistics sector be organised
and efcient. If not addressed now, India will nd itself caught
between rapidly growing demand for logistics on one end and a
fragmented and inefcient logistics ecosystem on the other. Hence, it
is important that the country emulate and adapt successful practices
from different countries for its own benet. Such benchmarking will
ensure that the Indian logistics and warehousing sector adopts the
right vector and conforms to international standards as the industry
evolves.

www.globallogisticsshow.com

How to survive the “Uberization of Logistics”?
For an industry that is forever on the move, the world of logistics is in
a perennial state of change, facing numerous challenges and vague
demands. Adding to this is the arrival of 'Uberization' that is knocking
on the doors of logistics, mounting “faster that fast” delivery
expectations. For a logistics player, this is a do-or-die moment. The
ones to adapt and move forward will be distinct. Someone who does
not adapt will soon be extinct.

Why Should LSPS Be Worried?
The concept of on-demand logistics with anytime access from
anywhere using mobility is topic discussed by many already, but what
if we now add a twist to this story and include "anybody" to this
concept? Can you even imagine the exponential implications of this
move? By just registering into a logistics network through an app,
Anyone can become a valid, authentic transporter.
While this is the power of new age on-demand logistics players, the
regular logistics players continue to battle basic hurdles, trust obsolete
practices, and fail to create value for the customer. Some of the
inherent aws in the LSPs approach include
Minimal end-to-end visibility, making it impossible to track efciency
of a process.
Lack of integrated systems that may work in silos but fail as a
connected setup.
Inconsistent approach to balancing agility versus stability.
Dependence on legacy systems to manage complex operations.
Apprehension to invest in technology owing to blind misgivings
about ROI.
Inadequate resource and asset utilization.
Inability to place customer rst and respond in a timely manner
predict protability.

That is why in this critical juncture many
Logistics service providers trust technology
providers like Ramco Logistics software to
stay ahead of competition; tackle Uberization
and create value for their customers as well
as their investors. The benets are:
Integrated Systems to move from silos to a connected setup
End-to-end Intelligent Visibility to track the efciency of all process
Optimization for better asset & resource utilization
Customer First Approach to respond in a timely manner
Planning & Analytics to predict requirements better

ZERO ERROR DISTRIBUTION CENTRE
A Transformation Case Study By Coign Consulting
Enterprise Overview
A 24x7 Pharmaceutical and FMCG retail chain with over 60 retail
outlets in Maharashtra and adjoining states, had a plan to expand its
retail network in Maharashtra, with a total of 100 outlets, owned and
franchised, with prime focus of increasing penetration in Mumbai and
adjoining regions

The Business Challenge
Identication of ideal storage system which could optimally
accommodate storage, handling, distribution RM, Semi-FG and FG of
approximate total of 24,000 SKU's with a clearly dened picking
pedagogy of the SKUs such that they can be efciently handled, at
runtime.
Conceptualization
of
replenishment
strategy
and
methodology in the distribution centre. Implementing a strategy for an
optimal mix of human efforts, mechanisation and automation, and
then to map the ow patterns, to complement the fast-paced nature
of the distribution centre. An essential element was to make the
processes WMS conducive. And all this was to be done keeping a
high priority on safety of humans, material and mechanical elements
safety from damages, pilferages and thefts.

-

The Transformation Process
The process started with POSA (pre-occupation site audit) for the
client which included studying their SKU's, handling norms, inward and
outward volumes and designed a storage system which was both
more efcient in picking and retrieving process.
The redesign process incorporated 2 Multi-tier racking systems; cold
storage and ambient, which complemented the storage, retrieval and
replenishment ideologies. The systems were designed to have bulk-toloose movement as and when the replenishment quantity was
triggered. The revised picking and retrieval process where enabled
the picker who was equipped with a tab still do a pick with both his
hands free.
As a part of the transformation we analysed the rate of input from
entities like Suppliers and retail outlets, and output from the barcoding
and consolidating departments & to retail outlets and built a resource
requirement and utilization matrix to suggest the right equipment, in
their respective numbers & combinations, for efcient warehouse
operations at the peak times.
Sufcient staging area was designed to cater to the forecasted
volumes of Material requirement by the retail outlets or Material
receipt from Suppliers. Economical solutions like use of chutes, etc.
were incorporated in the design wherever possible to reduce the
power consumption and qualify the building towards being green in
ideology and function. Various WMS functionalities were built into the
infrastructure, to the client's benet, such that the ideology of
warehouse design & operation was clear and the ease of
implementation was imminent for the WMS supplier.

Final Performance Efciency Improvement
The Dock-to-Stock processing time reduced from 70 minutes to 45
minutes per vehicle, an improvement of 36% on the current
processing time.
Order fullment rate improved from 200 Orders per hour to 600
Orders per hour.
The outbound TAT also improved by 40%.
The redesigned barcoding stations and sorting & consolidating
stations improved the processing rate by almost 200%.
The Returns processing time also reduced by 20% from the current
rate.

Relay Trucking The New Enabler
of Efciency
An established practice in developed markets, relay
trucking facilitates optimisation by round–the–clock
movement

of

freight
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transport companies are introducing this global
practice and it has immense scope for growth,
especially with the advent of Goods and Services
Tax (GST).

Action Construction Equipments

Gandhi Automation

ACE is India’s leading Material

Since 1996 Gandhi Automations has held

Handling Construction Equipment

a lead position in manufacturing as well

manufacturing company with a ma-

as exporting, distributing and installing

jority market share in Mobile Cranes
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Exide Industries
Exide designs, manufactures,
markets and sells the widest

Hindustan Automation
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Electromech Material Handling Systems

Automation
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Whatever may be the type of your ind u s t r y o r i t s m a t e r i a l h a n d l i n g r equirements, ElectroMech can craft
the most pertinent customised solu-

Datar Engineering And Consultancy
Datar Engineering is a leading provider of

tion. ElectroMech solutions working

tical markets to move, assemble, pack, count part

Vertical Reciprocating Conveyors (VRC).

orientation & delivery sys-

We manufacture VRCs for a variety of
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In automobile plants, engineering in-

Silver Lining Storage Solutions
Companies that rely heavily on
intelligent storage solutions for
their business operations can
become robust, agile and reliable by reducing the time
taken for order fullments, and
by making optimal utilization of
available storage space and all
resources.

have

Vertical Material Handling solutions and

oor applications.

dustries, process plants.

We

been helping all major ver-

manufacturer of Custom engineered
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efciently practically everywhere.
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Omni–channel Logistics For Enhanced
Customer Experience
An established practice in developed markets, relay
trucking facilitates optimisation by round–the–clock
movement of freight trucks. Furthermore, it is
driver–friendly from the employee’s perspective and
cost-friendly from the company’s perspective. The
model works as follows – a driver sets out with a
designated truck load on a particular route. At the
same time, another driver sets out with a different
truck load on the same route from the opposite
direction. They meet en–route and exchange trucks
and then drive back to their respective origin
destinations carrying freight designated for that
location. As a result, the truck keeps moving to its
destination without a halt and the drivers don’t
over–work or stay away from their hometowns. This
helps increase time and cost efciency. In India,
transport companies are introducing this global
practice and it has immense scope for growth,
especially with the advent of Goods and Services
Tax (GST).

Kompress India Pvt Ltd
KOMPRESS is a trusted manufactured of storage & material handling systems in
India, providing optimum
space utilization based on
international concepts of
storage and warehousing,
with a fully integrated supply chain.

Technovision

Jungheinrich Lift Truck India

TEPL is one of the leading manufacturer of Material Handling
Equipments. The core focus of
the company lies in superior
quality and excellent customer
service. With expertise in the industry and constant innovation
in the industry, the company
also undertakes turnkey projects with design, manufacturing, supply, erection and commissioning activities.

Eternity Industrial Batteries (India)
Based in the dynamic and vibrant United

The Jungheinrich Group is one of the

Arab Emirates Eternity Technologies have
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Nilkamal Limited
Nilkamal is one of the key
players Material Handling
S o l u t i o n s . N i l k a m a l p r o du c t s a r e s o l d i n 3 0 c o u nt r i e s r a n g i n g f r o m d e v e loped and sophisticated
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of the art warehouse infrastructure backed with cutting-edge
technological innovation.

Metal Storage System
Concrete Planners
Metal Storage systems have always been
Concrete Planners provides solutions

line
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tion industries to increase prots,
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services globally.

good storage products.

Digitisation & Cloud Logistics
An established practice in developed markets,
relay trucking facilitates optimisation by
round–the–clock movement of freight trucks.
Furthermore, it is driver–friendly from the
employee’s perspective and cost-friendly from
the company’s perspective. The model works
as follows – a driver sets out with a designated
truck load on a particular route. At the same
time, another driver sets out with a different
truck load on the same route from the
opposite direction. They meet en–route and
exchange trucks and then drive back to their
respective origin destinations carrying freight
designated for that location. As a result, the
truck keeps moving to its destination without a
halt and the drivers don’t over–work or stay
away from their hometowns. This helps
increase time and cost efciency.

BarCode India Limited
BCIL is a market leader in
providing

solutions

Enterprise

in

Mobility,

Bar

Coding, RFID and EWLAN
for supply chain and asset

Zenith Flooring Services

Delmon Solutions Pvt. Ltd
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Parking
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that Includes Fortune 500 companies
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like Coca Cola, DLF, Mahindra, Tata
Etc. It has slowly grown into one of

Zeromile Warehousing have
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been the epitome of design,

cial ooring companies in India.

construct
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Infrastructural services to companies with any kind of warehousing needs. With the vast expertise in this industry over the
past 16 years in Hyderabad,
and seeing the industry grow
from Godowns to A grade
Warehouse, we understand the
exact needs of the customer .

Koolex Cold Chain

With us, you can be at peace,
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sector in India since inception. Kool-

Bekaert Mukand Wire Industries
Bekaert is a world market and technology
leader in steel wire transformation and
coating technologies. We pursue to be
the preferred supplier for our steel wire
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delivering superior value to our customers
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Robotics & Automation
For Increased Productivity
New and advanced robotics can help boost
productivity of logistics operations. These
robots are equipped with high–resolution
cameras, pressure sensors and self–learning
capabilities that can be used for assistance
to and collaboration with manual labour. For
instance, in warehouses, these robots can be
programmed to perform tasks like picking,
packing and sorting or assist in loading and
unloading of goods. In developed markets
like the US and Europe, they are also used
for last–mile delivery activities

Infor India
Infor is a global company
that provides enterprise
software products for every
aspect of business. We
build complete industry
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Impact Floors
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Impact Floors is a locally-owned company providing the best ooring service in Texas and Louisiana. We
opened our doors in 1988 and have
been serving thousands of multifamily property managers just like
you for over 30 years. Property managers from Austin, Dallas, Houston,
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Meet Industry Leaders, Brainstorm on Growth Strategies, Build Protability
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Supply Chain Summit

Building Global Scale, Flexibility, Ability in Pharma Supply Chain

SUDARSHAN JAIN

ANAND GARG

SWAPN MALPANI

HIMANSHU MALOO

SHASHANK JOSHI

RAJESH VIJ

Senior Advisor, Apax
Partners, India

Senior Director
Head India Supply Chain,
Dr. Reddy's

Ex. VP & Global Head
Supply Chain
Cipla

Associate Director Supply Chain
J & J Pharma, (Janssen) India

Director Supply Chain
Merck Ltd.

Business Head
Kanishk International

YOGESH LAWANIA

RAHUL AGARWAL

JAVIN BHINDE

TARUN KUMAR GUHA

NEETA JHA

SATISH LAKKARAJU

GM Supply Chain
Biocon

Director
Koolex Cool Chain

Director & Co Founder
Syncore Consulting

Director, Supply Chain
(logistics & Distribution),
Dr. Reddy's

Director, QO ESIQ Asia Pacic
Janssen ( J & J Pharma)

Chief Commercial Ofcer,
Agility Logistics

ARIF SIDDIQUI

YOGESH MANE

N B SHIVAKUMAR

GUBBA KIRAN

SANDEEP CHATTERJEE

DUSHYANT MULANI

Director
Coign Consulting

General Manager - Distribution
Bharat Serums & Vaccines Ltd

Head Supply Chain
Indian Immunologicals

CEO
Gubba Cold Storage

SENIOR MANAGER
Deloitte India

Director
Khimji Poonja Freight Forwarders

AVINASH KUMAR TALWAR

ANAMIKA JAIN

PARESH SANGANI

SHEKHER TIWARI

DINESH PILGAOKAR

FOSTER MCDONALD

Director – Global Supply Chain
Dr. Reddy's

Director
AAJ Enterprises

Managing Partner
Balyaya Sea & Air Logistics

Managing Director
Accenture Services Pvt. Ltd.

Sr. VP & Business Head
Bar Code India Limited

President & CEO
Cold Box Express, Inc.

Key Topics Covered

“

* Macro-Economic Environment Overview: GST & Demonetization In Last 24 Months And Elections In 2019 – What

Is The Impact On Indian Pharma Sector

* Network Design & End-to-End Supply Chan Strategy Development for Specific Product Portfolio:

* How Supply Chain Can Unlock Competitive Advantage In Pharma Through The Adoption Of IoT Technologies
* Real Time Temperature Management using IoT to Remotely Monitor the Condition of Products
* De-risking Supply Chain – creating long term sustainability and reliability.

“

* E2E Cold Chain Logistics Transformation—How to begin, what are some key watch outs for success and should you

partner or do it yourself ?

For participation, Please Contact

Ravish Srivastava, +91 98186 62371, ravish@innityexpo.in

Meet Industry Leaders, Brainstorm on Growth Strategies, Build Protability

17-18 January, 2019
Hitex Exhibition Centre, Hyderabad

Digitisation of Supply Chains for Resilience

Raja Rao K

Vishal Kumar Gosike

Ankush Sharma

Ashish Bansal

Narendra Saini

Manager - Supply Chain Manag.
Gandour India Food Processing

Head - Supply Chain
Innovative Foods Limited (Sumeru)

Co-Founder and Director
Sattviko

Head - Procurement
Colgate Pamolive

Head, Product team,
Unlimit IoT

Ashish Kawale

Nektarios Triantafyllidis

Dr. Makrem Kadachi

Suresh Babu

Ghanshyam Singh

Sr. Business Consultant
South Asia, Infor

Regional Director Logistics
PTV Group

General Manager
Ehrhardt + Partner Solutions

Business Development Manager
WebNMS IOT

Director-Supply Chain Management
& Quality Assurance, Chai Point

Saikat Sarkar

Dr.Sanjeev Kumar Khanna

Shekher Tiwari

Mohit Mehrotra

Arif Siddiqui

Chief Operating Ofcer - Food,
Agribusiness, FMCG, Strategic Essa

Vice President & Head - Supply Chain
Management, Patanjali Ayurved Limited

Managing Director
Accenture Services Pvt. Ltd.

Managing Director
India & South Asia

Director
Coign Consulting

Key Topics Covered

Cost-Effective Strategies For End-To-End FMCG, Food & Drink Supply Chains.
* Best-Practice in Inventory Planning To Reduce Stockholding & Availability Issues To Ensure You Meet Consumer

Demands
* How to Implement Fresh Produce Traceability and Reduce Operating Costs
* Transportation Spend Optimization – A logistics user perspective
* Transparency, control and synchronisation across all manufacturing and supply chain operations, including

production, procurement and material flows.
* Supply Chain 4.0 : How Big Data Can Be Pooled For Robust Supply Chains
* Disruptive Forces Shaping the Future of Supply Chain & Logistics

For participation, Please Contact

Manan Tyagi, +91 9968461646, manan@innityexpo.in
Anita Singh, +91 9582442348, anita@innityexpo.in

“

“

* Maximise Efficiency, Minimise Costs! Driving Value & Productivity & Buffering Against Future Challenges With

SHOW INFORMATION

Venue

Timings
Thu 17th January: 10:00 - 18:00
Fri 18th January: 10:00 - 18:00
Sat 19th January: 10:00 - 17:00

HITEX Exhibition Center
Hall No: 1, Izzat Nagar,
Hyderabad - 500084,
Telangana ( India )

th

4 Edition

Car Parking

GLOBAL

LOGISTICS

Gate No. 2

Visitor helpdesk

SHOW

Manan Tyagi
+91 9968461646
manan@innityexpo.in

Getting to the venue:
Distance from International Airport: 37 KM

Anita Singh
+91 9582442348
anita@innityexpo.in

Distance from Domestic Airport: 37 KM
Nearest Railway Station: Secunderabad, Miyapur
& Hitech City

VIP helpdesk

Registration

Mohit Budhija
+91 9999 689 225
mohit@innityexpo.in

Benets of pre-registration:
Fast track registration at the exhibition
Avoid long queues by collecting personalised badges at Online Counter
Complimentary exhibition catalogue
Discount on conference bookings and packages
Pre-x meetings with exhibitors
Get regular updates on the industry and about the expo

For Online Registration
Please Visit: www.globallogisticsshow.com

Awards Category

Celebrating Excellence
In Association with:

Food & FMCG
Supply Chain Technology
Supply Chain Practitioners
Transport, Warehousing,
Logistics, 3pl
E-commerce
Cold Chain
Pharma
www.globallogisticsawards.com
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